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SUMMARY

In his recent hook, "How Europe underdeveloped Africa," HaIther
Rodney analyses the two min types of incorporation of the African peasant

into the colonial economic system»^
One is typical for the mining industry and estate agriculture,

where raw-matcriais for export to Europe are produced hy largo foreign

owned companies, employing African migrant Labourers, often from distant
underdeveloped regions..

The other type is the promotion of export crops within African

peasant agriculture itself, which is often regarded as a, more develop¬
ment oriented way to incorporante the African pea.sant in the colonial
economic system»

This paper sets out to demonstrate, that since the turn of the century
the dominant moment in the development of the economic structure of Host

Lake Region, Tanzania, has been its incorporation in the colonial trade
system, exporting a raw-material, coffee, and importing all sorts of
manufactured goods»

Coffee was developed as a peasant cash crop, an it wan relatively

easily integrated in the existing agricultural system. Land wan .avail¬
able in the already established cultivated areas, and labour wan released
when imports substituted the existing widespread, non—agricultura,1 pro¬

duction, and the colonialists took over the "burden" of providing admi¬
nistration and services, which .also enabled them to apply the usual ini—
tial incentive - t.oxation and compulsion - to make the pennants grow more

coffee» In the agricultural system, based on another perennial crop,

bananas, grown on individually owned small—holdings, coffee growing has
only caused minor modifications, a,s it was intorplantod with the bananas
and the cultural methods applied to the two crops are largely the same»
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Thus the balance between agriculture,1 and non-agricultural produc¬

tion was substituted by a one-sided export-import pattern^ destroying
the self-centered and organic character of the total economic structure»

The basic mode of production within agriculture was however not deeply
affected» It remained a, peasant mode of production, with no built-in
demand for profit maximization, accumulation, and growth» On the
contrary the key concepts in peasant agriculture are equilibrium and

security, and driving force being the social and material maintenance
and continuation of the development cycle of the integrated family and

production unit» The peasantry has responded to changing external

circumstances, by engaging in coffee production, but there is in its
mode of production no mechanism to utilize a change as a basis for a

continuously accelerating development, not to speak of independently
to lead it into new lines of development.

The survey data indicates that no significant agrarian capitalism, —

which might have sparked off a certain development of the productive fore
to a higher technical and organizational level, with growing producti¬
vity and capital accumulation - lms developed in the Region, neither
with regard to landownership, wage labour, agricultural incomes, nor

agricultural investments»

Ls traditional peasant society was quite readily adaptable to the
new system, there has been no "need" for a change to a capitalist modo
of production. It lias been easier and more profitable to appropriate
the surplus from agricultural production by controlling and developing
the extractive trade relations. Therefore the growth of the non-produc-

tivc commerce, transport, administration and services, as it has taken
place in this Region, and which is all part of this control and develop¬

ment, is the unavoidable other side of a colonial trade system, based
on peasant cash-cropping.
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As long v.s resources nro available for expansion of the production
of the cash crop, coffoe, the surplus accruing to the non-agricultural
sector can continue to grow, and there is no basic obstacle to the
continuation of the system» The inherent contradiction between the
two sectors 1ms however become clearly visible in Host Lake Region
since the Second World War» Coffee production, which increased steadily
from 235 tons in 1905 "t° °ver 10,000 tons in the mid-thirties, has

stagnated, and annual production has remained just below the 10,000
tons point for more than 20 years. It seems that within the present

pea.sa.nt agricultural system the possibility for further large increases
of coffoe expansion has been exhausted. The continued expansion of
the non-a.gricultu.ral sector, which has even accelerated since indepen¬

dence, therefore means that this sector is now not just appropriaiting
a surplus from .agricultural production which grows with the growth of

production, but that it is a growing from a stagnated production.

The mode of production and the trade relations, which curtail the

development of the productive forces, arc now finally coming under

pressure from increasing antagonism tfithin the social formation.

Rodney, Walter: "How Europe underdeveloped Africa."
pp. 162-74» Ear es Salaam 1972.
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PEASANTS AMP COFFEE-EXPORT

A coffce-exporting Region in Tanzania - a distorted
économie structure and, stagnating agriculture.

In his recent "book, "How Europe •underdeveloped Africa," Walther
Rodney analyses the two types of incorporation of the African peasant

1 )
into the colonial economic system »

One type is typical for mining industry, hut also widespread in

agriculture in most pants of Africa» The raw-materials nooded for

European industry and consumption, a,ro produced by large, mainly European-
owned mine companies or agricultural estates, where labour is provided

by African migrant labourers, who are forced by economic and administra¬
tive means to seek temporary employment, often far away from their home

areas, giving an income, which is so low and insecure that they have to
maintain their agriculture in the home areas to secure the existence of

their family.

The harmful results of this system can be seen rather clearly in
those areas, which have been treated a.s "labour reserves". At the same

time as much of their best Labour is drained away, very little - or

nothing - has been done to encourage development in these e,rcas, precisely
in order to preserve them as sources of supply of choa.p labour.

The second type of incorporation of the African peasant in the

colonial economic is the promotion of export crops within African pce-sant

agriculture itself. Since this type of incorporation retains the formal

indigenous structure of agriculture it is usually regarded as more deve¬

lopment oriented and forms the basic prototype for most schemes for

"agricultural development" in Africa. Whether such an approach can form
the basis for real development depends, however, on its ability, through
the introduction of cash crops, to transform an African peasantry into
farmers.
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"For each hut there is an average of three to four persons. To the
hut belongs banana plot, the size of which has often been overestimated
by Europeans. According to some measuring, which I had the opportunity
to undertake, it may be assumed that the banana plot belonging to a
single hut seldom covers more than g- hectare, while usually its size
is only -j- hectare. Most often the hut is situated in the centre of
this plot. A wide, nice and clean road lined with a, hedge on both
sides leads from the hut to the village mainroad. The inhabitants of
the house are the head of the household, his wife and one or two chil¬
dren. When the husband has more than one wife (which is quite normal)
ho will build oach of them h^r own house."

"Each hut has about 1000 banana trees. Throughout the year the family
subsist on the fruits of these trees, as there is very little cultiva¬
tion besides the maintenance cf the banana, plot." "A variety of cereals
and vegetables a.re known, but little effort is put into their cultiva¬
tion. All types of vegetables are well liked, and also the cereals
gives an agréable variety to the daily menue. The work seems, however,
to be avoided, so only small plots arc actually cultivated with these
crops."

By contrast the maintenance of the banana plot is highly developed.
When the fruits of a tree have boon harvested, the stem is cut down
about 3/4 meter above the ground with the "axknifo" (a heavy knife
with a 3/4 meter long wooden handle). The stump remains and rots away »
The stem and the leaves arc spread on the ground to decrease evaporation
from the soil and maintain its fertility.

The banana plot always looks clean - weeds .are almost unknown• A
variety of vegetables are grown ?,mong the bananas usually without
needing any extra care or cultivation."

"The most important tool in the maintenance of the banomia plot is
the sickle shaped knife, with which pruning and harvesting of the
fruits are carried out. It is fastened on a two to three meters

long handle and resembles our European sickles exactly. A kind of
spade, with its thick handle looking almost like an aphenstock, is
used to dig out old banana roots.

The hoe is the main tool in the cultivation of the fields. Sowing
in the European way is unknown. Instead holes arc made in the hood
soil with a stick or a finger and three to four seeds thrown in each
hole.

Cultivation of tho fields outside the banana plot is done exclusively
by the women. A small plot is prepared in the bush not too far from
the village. First the grass is burned and afterwards the soil is
hoed. Roots etc. which appear during the hoeing arc assembled in one
pla.ee and burned."
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Such a process of adaption of agriculture to the capitalist market

economy by a transformation from a peasant mode of production to a

predominantly agrarian capitalist mode of production might lead to a

certain development of the productive forces -■ i.e, land, labour and

capital - to a higher technical and organisâtional level, with growing

productivity and capital accumulation withih agriculture#

This paper tries to analyze the development trends in West Lake

Region in Tanzania, the economy of which is dominated by export of
coffee produced by small-scale African agriculture. Because of the
intense involvement of most of its population in export-production and

thereby in the"cash-economy the Region is normally regarded as one of
the more prosperous aroa,s in East Africa, It may also be seen as one

example of the development-potential inherent in this type of incorpo¬
ration into the international trade system,

Kiziba - The Land and the People,
5 .• • • •

Some 65 years ago a German colonial officer, II, Rehse, wrote a book,
describing with usual German meticulousness "the land and the people"
of Kiziba, a former kingdom at Lake Victoria,, now part of Bukoba District

2),in West Lake Region

In this book I'iziba1 s villages and agriculture are described as

folioles:

"The distance from one village to the other varies according to
the surroundings, depending especially on the larger or smaller
swe,mps, cutting through tho whole e„rea« Between the swamps rise-
hills, each with a villa-ge on the top. The most fertile soil
always seems to be locs,ted on top of the hills. "In the village"..,
the distance from one hut to the next is from 100 to 150 meters.
It is, however, often impossible to see from one hut to the other.,
as tho area, between them is completely cover by the densely cultivât
banana-shamba, and the distance may seem greater than it actually is
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"The cultivation of annual crops would probably have been more

developed, if the women wore not already overloaded with the
burdens of domestic work, child—care, and. the-maintenance of
the banana plot. While the woman is working in the field, the
man is sitting happily oh home, chatting with his friends, smoking
his pipe, and hardly letting the beerstraw leave his mouth for

•

a moment•"

This German colonial officer has been cited extensively here, in
order to show how a contemporary description, 65 years later, of
the rural scone in the Region's three banana and coffee producing
Districts, Bukoba, Karagwe and Ngara, hardly reveals any significant
changes «

The Agricultural System.

Today - as 65 years ago — agricultural próducticn in the Region
is almost exclusively carried by snail individual'African households.

The most important part of each agricultural unit is the banana
shamba (Kiswahili; sliamba = field, garden etc.). It provides the staple

food, cooking bananas, as well an the raw materials for the loc.ally
brewed "banana beer. Furthermore the banana trees are usually inter-

planted with important supplementary foodcrops, such as beans, maize and

vegetables. These crops though, arc also grown in the fields outside
the banana-shamba together with millet and sorghum, groundnuts, sweet-
potatoes and cassava. All foodcrops are consumed by the producers

themselves, except for an occasional surplus, which can then be sold
at the local markets. A small part of the marketed bananas and beans
is exported from the Region.

While the size of landhoIdings does not show very big variation
within the same area, there are marked differences between the three
Districts (table 1), due to variations in soil fertility, rainfall
and population density. The mean hectarage is smallest in Bukoba

District, and even then only a minor part of the land outside the
banana—shambas is cultivated each yea,r, as this soil is so unfertile
that it needs 4-8 years of fallow for each year of cultivation. (The
figures for Kiziba., cited above from the old German book, arc oven
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smaller than the Bukoba—figures in the table, but this is well in line
with the situation to-cLay, Kiziba having the highest population density
and rainfall - within Bukoba District).

Karagwe and ligara Districts are less densely populated than Bukoba,
but they also get less rain, resulting in loss productive banana-trees,
and more of the annual crops being grown outside the banana—shamba.
This explains the somewhat larger agricultural units in these Districts.

The agricultural methods used are the traditional ones. There

is an elaborate system for what, where and when to plant, weed and harvo
The different crops are usually interplanted in certain mixtures and

sequences on each of land. Seeds are selected from last years harvest
and planted, not sowed, Only hand tools are used. Cow manure is used
in banana planting (which is the main reason for keeping cows) and the
bananas are mulched with banana leaves and stems and semetimes with

grass.

The only ma'jor "extension message" which is now often followed,
is to plant bananas in rows and with a larger spacing than was tradi¬

tionally the case (and nobody really knows this gives a higher produc¬

tivity under peasant conditions). By contrast only very small annual
amounts of the recommended insectizides, fertilizers, and improved seeds
are used in the Region.

Most of the agricultural work is carried out by the individual

family-unit's own labour-force, under a system of division of labour,
where the man takes care of occasional expansion of the banana-shamba

or the other cultivated are,as, and looks after the bananas together
with the wife/wives, while the women do most of the rest of the regular

agricultural work, as well as the housekeeping, (This does add up to
some more work for the women than for the men, but Rehsc's picture of
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the Kizibaman doing practically nothing "but sitting around drinking pombo

(Kiswahilisj pombe = local beer) and chatting with friends is belied by
other parts of his own book, where he describes the numerous non—agricul¬
tural duties the men had, such as making and repairing all sorts of tools,
building and repairing houses and boats, making bark-cloth for clothes,

herding, hunting and warfare, and serving at the King's and Chief's courts)»

Formerly the women co-operated in some of the work on the annual

crops, as they do to-day, but the care of the more important banana—shamba
was always the task of the individual family»

While a type of slavery as well as work duties for King's and Chiefs
existed before the colonial period (both abolished during that time)
regular wage labour seems to have been unknown» On the other hand it was

not unusual to give mutual help on particularly labour demanding projects
like house building or expansion of the banana-shamba and to reward this

help with a gift of pombe or bananas.

Even now the inhabitants of the Region seldom seek employment from
other households in their home area, nor do they hire permanent employees
to do the regular agricultural work for them. It has, however, become

quite common, even among the rather small peasants, to hire a labourer
for a short period or for a certain piece of work when a surplus is avai¬

lable - in cash or kind - with which to pay the now formalized wage.

Most of the labourers are temporary migrants from neighbouring Rwanda
and Burundi who are willing to work for a wage as low as a couple of

shillings or tho equivalent in food for a days work.

According to Tanzanian lax-; all land is owned by the Government, but
in practice this law is usually subordinated to customary law in the
different parts of the country» In West Lake Region customary law is
a complex set of cummunal - formerly the King's and Chief's - rights,
clan rights and individual rights. For most practical purposes however,
cultivated land is regarded as the private property of the individual

household, which can, although with some limitations, buy and sell land
or dispose of it in other ways as it wishes.
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Trading in land does take placo rather frequently especially in
the densely populated areas, when for example people who have only
inherited small plots and see no possibility for expansion nearby, sell
the inherited plots in order to live on the money while establishing
.themselves in a new, less densely populated area. Even in the old days
such trade occured, although probably less frequently and less unlimited.

Coffee - production.

It is perhaps rather surprising that it has been possible so far

to describe - fairly accurately - the agricultural system in West Lake

Region without even mentioning coffee, although according to the title
of this paper coffee export seems to be a major characteristic of the

Region. We shall now look a bit more into this apparent paradox*

Before colonia.1 trade intruded in the area a flourishing trade
existed both internally and between the Kingdoms around Lake Victoria.
But as they all produced more or less the same basic raw—materials it was

mostly trade in specialized processed goods. The main import into West
Lake was bark-cloth from Buganda while in exchange coffee was exported.
Both commodities were actually produced in each of the places, but the

Buganda bark-cloth was of a very high quality, and the West Lake coffee
was processed in a special way to provide an unusually tasty, chewing
coffee.

Within the local communities bananas and banana pombe were bought

and sold but trading primarily took place with all types of tools for

agriculture, housekeeping etc.

Although coffee in this way was important in the external economy

of the West Lake Kingdom's it was only produced on a very limited scale.

Planting of coffee.was a royal prerogative and surrounded by limiting
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beliefs, so only part of the peasants had any coffee, and then only a

few trees (Rehse mentions two trees per household). This ensured that
the economic benefits from the coffee trade supported the political order,
and also prevented overproduction which could have destroyed the limited
market•

For the German colonial adminstr?,tors, increased coffee production and

export was, however, an obvious solution when it was found that their
choices of raw-materials for export from the Region, i.e. goatskins, and

ivory, were too limited in supply.

The King's were "persuaded" to give up their coffee monoply, and over

the next thirty yea,rs the Germans and their British successors succeeded
in raising production from 235 "tons in 1905 °ver 10,000 tons in the

mid-thirties, by employing the usual types of taxation and compulsion.

Indian and Arab merchants moved into organize the local trade—links
for the coffee export, using the same network to supplement their coffee
inocmes by selling imported European industrial goods. These goods soon

conquered the market from the locally produced clothes, tools an utensils,
thus destroying much of the existing local small-scale industry, and

adding a further incentive for the peasant to produce the only important
cash crop, coffee.

Christian missions were at an early stage firmly established in the

Region - with its agroable climate and pleasant land-scape - and the pay¬

ments for European education and medical treatment also had to come from
coffee incomesf

Coffee production in West Lake Region then became based on the mass

of African small-scale growers. (One of the measures enforced by the
British in the twenties required every household to plant a certain minimum
of coffee trees). However, although the majority of households are now

growing coffee, this has not basice.lly changed the agricultural system
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and methods. On the-contrary, coffee cultivation was integrated in the
"traditional" system in -which it has only caused minor modifications.

The coffee trees were interplanted with the bananas in the banana-shamba,
where planting and maintenance is carried out for the two crops together,
the applied cultural methods being largely the same. Much of the extra,

work is underta-ken by the men in the households, who have at the same

time been relieved of their work duties to Kings and Chiefs, and whose
non—agricultura.1 production has to a large extend been substituted by

imports.

Under those circumstances coffee production expanded rapidly until the

mid—thirties, when as mentioned it surpassed 10,000 tons por'yoar. Then

however, stagnation set. in, and annual production has remain fluctuating
just below the 10,000 tons point.

The immediate explanation of this stagnation can, it seems, be found
in that integration of coffee production in the tradi tiona.1 agricultural

system, which was described a/bovc. Under the prevailing condition coffee
could expand rapidly until the existing banana land and the labour, which
was released from other production, was fully utilized. Subsequently
coffee production is only increased slowly concurrently with the natural

growth of the population, provided this is followed by the -expansion of
the cultivated areas. But this increased production which is actually

found in ccrta.in parts of the Region, has been balanced by a decrca.se. in
the 'older, fully settled areas, partly because the cash crop due to popu¬

lation pressure has had to give way more food crops, partly because of
the decreasing productivity of old trees, which arc not regularly pruned
and replaced in the traditional system.

If this is the immediate explanation of a stagnant agricultural "deve¬

lopment" it is, however, necessary to go a stop further and a„sk, why this
Region's deep involvement with international tra.de and monetary economy

has not spanked off a process of agricultural change and of development
of more productive technical and organisational methods.
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Peasants or farmers?

It has often been observed, that peasant societies'give only limited

possibilities for substantial technical and organisational progresso
In the la,st instance these critical limitations are determined by the
basic characteristics of the peasant mode of production.

While the decisive factor in a purely capitalistic enterprise is

profit maximisation and capital accumulation, implying a continuous

growth, the driving force in peasant agriculture is the social and
imaterial maintenance and continuation of the integrated family and

production unit» This ta,ke place under a cyclical development with

alternating expansion and reduction of the size of the family and pro¬

duction unit.

Thus in West Lake Region a young man marrying his first wife must
be given by his father enough land to support the two of them. The

couple strive to achieve a steady expansion of the family as well as

their agriculture, always forced to maintain an equilibrium between the

family labour force, production, and the satisfaction of the family's
social'and material needs. Through this balanced expansion the continua¬
tion is ensured as the sons when they marry, can again be given land
on which to start a similar development. As this takes place the origi-
nal unit is reduced in size, but it still maintains the precarious

equilibrium of the family and production -unit.

In the peasant modo of production then there is no built-in demand

for profit maximization, accumulation, and growth. On the contrary the
key concepts arc equilibrium and security. This does not mean that the

peasant is living in a state of standstill.' The cyclical development

implies in itself a strive towards expansion, but it is an expansion
which is limited by the critical balance between family and production

unit, and to continue it must repeatedly start over and over again in
new development cycles. Neither docs it mean that the peasant recoils
from innovation exclusively for traditional reasons. New methods aro
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arc talccn up, but only when they are immediately advantageous for the
welfare of the family, and constitute no threat to the continued equili¬
brium and security of family and production unit. As such there is no

major barrier against a coffee production, which can be integrated in the

existing agricultural system, and is a.imed at an immediate satisfaction
of needs that require participation in the money—economy.

It has been pointed out that it is not a question of the peasants

maintaining an inveterate traditionalistic. "If it was good enough for

grand—father and father it is good enough for mo" - attitude, but that
way of thinking is rather the much more rational, "father and grand—father
and the generations before them, each survived by doing it this way.

Thus I am hero. If I do things tho same way, I will survive - and my

children after me, if only they will follow the time-proven method.

A peasantry cam respond to changing external circumstances, such as

for example population growth or new trading possibilities, but only a

certain limit, and especially only by adapting itself to those new

circumstances* In its mode of production there is no built-in mechanism

to utilizo ca change as a basis f^r a continuously accelerating development,
not to specie of independently to initiate such development.

If the agricultural sector in IJcst Lake Region is still dominated

by a peasant mode of production, as discussed above, then this can expLain
its stagnated agricultural development ; the peasantry has adapted itself
to the new possibilities, but cannot exploit them fully as a basis for
continuous development of the agricultural system and its technical and

organiza,! ional methods.

It is, however, a common assumption in Tanzania, that those areas--

like West Lake and Kilimanjaro Region's - which have the highest degree
of incorporation in tho capitalist market—economy, have also develop a a

more or less capitalistic agricultural sector. The assumption is based c:i

the appearance in the wake of the money economy of such phenomena as

trading in Land,, wage labour, investment of capital in agriculture, money-

lending with high interests and speculation in the harvests of cash crops,

phenomena, which are often seen as indicators of a capitalist mode of

production.
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These phenomena may, however, he no more than a, reflection of the

adaptation of the peasants to changed circumstances, and the West Lake
situation should therefore he examined in order to establish whether

in this case they are more than precisely that»

In agriculture land is the most important means of production» In

any society there will he a certain variation in the size of land-

holdings , hut it can he more or less oven and with more or less marked
differences between the largest and smallest units» Table 1 shows the

distribution of landholdings in West Lake Region.

Table 1 ï Size of Landholdings in West Lake Region's throe Districts»

Bukoba Earagwe Ngara
Mean hectarage

The largest 10% of all
landholdings
The next 30% of all

3 » 7 ha » 7»9 ha. 9.9 ha.

landholdings 2.0 ha® 5.3 ha® 4-8 ha.

The smallest 60% of all
landholdings 1.0 ha. 2.6 ha. 2.2 ha.

Dispersion

Largest 1 0%
Next 30$
Smallest 60%

2.8-8.2 ha. 7»0~13»0ha. 6.5-21.0 ha,.
1 • 9~2 » 8 ha. 4 • Q"™ 7 ®Oha. 3 » 6—6.5 ha •

0.1-1.5 ha. 1.2- 4»0ha. 0.7 3.6 h<a.

of all__lo,nd

Largest 10%
Next 30%

Percentual ownership

Smallest 60%

21%
39%

19/0 21%
42/0 38%
39% 36%

100% 100% 101%
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In addition to the landowners thoro aro only a minimal number of

landless households in the Region. It seems possible therefore, to
conclude from the table, that the distribution of land is relativqly
oven — that there is no division into qualitatively different classes,
with a small group of landlords controlling the major part of the land
while the- large majority own little or no land.

This is further enchanced by the fact that some of those differences,
that do exist are reflections of the above mentioned development cycle

for the family and production unit and not for any real differentiation.
This appears from Table 2. which shows that there are more relatively

largo landowners among middleagod heads of household, than-among young

and old.

Table 2,
to landoTimorship and agegroup.

Landownership

Agegroup Below the
District
mean

Above the
District
moan

Total

Bukoba: Under 40 yoars
40-60 years
Over 60 yeans ' •

63%
99%
8%

11%
4^%
M% OOO OOO

Karagwe-: Under 40 years
40-60 years
Over 60 years

10%
41%
58%

30%
93%
42/0 OOOOOO

Ngaraî Under 40 years
40—60 years
Over 60 years

16%
49%
16%

2.4!%
91%
24% 'UfykvkOOOOOO

Similarly there is a clear connexion between landownership and the
size of the households, table 3, and the uneven distribution of the
land is partly eliminated if one looks at the area per person in the

households, table 4s
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Table 3: Heads of households working fulltime in agriculture according

to size of household and landcownership.

Landownership

Below the Above the
District mean District mean

% of the Households
having jnorc_ than 5 members in

Bukoba

Karagwe
Wgara,

18%
28%
21%

43%
66%
72%

:Table 4; Aron, per parson in households with less and more land tha

the means for the Districts#

Mean hectarage per

person in the households,

Bulcoba

Karagwe
Ngara,

Household landownership

Below the Above the
District District
mean mon.n

0.25 lia.
0.6 ha.

0.5 loa.

O.42 ha.
0.8 ha.
0.8 ha.

All house¬
holds

0.33 Ina.
0 0 7 ha.
0.7 ha.

It has been mentioned that trading in land docs take place to a

certain extent. 11 % of the survey population in the whole Region had.

bought land within the last 10 years. It is, however, usually only
small plots which change hands in this way, the mean of those who had
bought land being only 3/4 of hectare.

'There is nothing to suggest that there is a significant process of
concentration through buying up of land and outright land speculation is
unknown in the area. Land purchase is predominantly related to the

traditional development cycle. 71% of those in the survey population
who bought land, started that their purpose was to establish a home, to
got food enough for the family, to secure land for their children, etc.,
while only 6% said that they wanted to expand their cash crop cultivât! a..

(16% bought land because the owner wanted to sell it, and 7% gave other
reasons), Conversely it is mentioned in another survey from Bulcoba
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District, that the relatively wealthy landowners would often declare in
discussions about possible expansion of their landholdings, that they have
le,nd enough to support their family, and that they cannot manage more

land than they already have.

Employment of labour is also commonplace in the Region's agriculture.

But even in Bukoba District, whore it is most widespread, only 34% of the
households had had any employees in the survey-years, and only 5% had more

than 40 man-days of labour over the whole year. There is a fairly even

distribution between smaller and larger landholdings, with the exception
of those li Idings which are larger than the mean size for the District,
and whose owners have other occupations outside agriculture. In this

group 55% had used hired labour, but still only 10% had hired a yearly
total of more than 40 man-days... The maximum use of hired labour for a

single household was about 300 man-days in a year, and this household
also belonged to the last mentioned group, where at least some of the hired
labour can be regarded as substitution for the time the owner uses in his
other occupation.

So in all households only a minor part of the total labour input was

provided by paid employees, as compared to the labourforco of the family
itself. This corresponds with the results of a time-study within the

above mentioned survey from Bukoba District, where a typical cascstudy
of a wealthy household showed 30% of the total labour input as hired laborr,

\

while the rest was provided by the family (and guests).

Less than half of these labourers arc local people, while the majority
are migrant labourers from Rwanda and Burundi, who only remain in the are

for a limited period. During their stay they rent a room or got permission
to build a temporary hut in one of the households in the area, but usually

they work for several people while they arc there.
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It is extremely difficult to get reliable information on agricul¬

tural incomes» In the stated figures there are rather large variations
for otherwise almost idcntial housholds, and a few very high incomes
seem to bo derived from trading in ooffee rather than through the sale
of their crops. The mean agricultural incomes quoted in table 5 do
however indicate that the distribution is not grossly inequal, and that
the differences in income are smaller, if anything, than the differences
in size of landholdings.

Table 5? Mean agricultural income and mean hectaragc of landholdings

sma,ller and langer than the District means »

Size of landliolding

Below the Above the
District mean District mean

Bukoba: Mean hectaragc 1.1 ha. 2.5 ha.
Mean income 260 shs. 5OO shs.

Karagwe: Mean hectarage 2.5 ha. 5.9 ha.
Mean income 180 shs. 34O shs.

ligara: Mean hectaragc 2.3 ha• 6.0 ha.
Mean income 220 shs. 28O shs.

Investments in agriculture, i.e. in land, tools, manure, etc.,
amounted to only 3-4$ total household expenditures in the three Districts.
Por the smaller landholdings the average was 2-3% while it reached 5~6%
for those above the District mean size.

Thus this Region does not: seem to have developed any agrarian

capitalism, neither with regard to landownership, wage labour, agricul¬
tural incomes, nor agricultural investments. The cultivators have by
and largo remained peasants, working within a peasant mode of produc¬
tion with its inherent obstacles to a real development of agriculture.
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The social formation of coffee export•

Although there has been no basic change in the agricultural mode
of production, the economic structure of the Region as a whole has under¬

gone thorough changes through its incorporation in the colonial trade

system, with its export of raw imateriais and import of manufactured

goods. At the same time a new social formation has been created, econo¬

mically and. socially dominated by a. non-agricultura„l sector consisting
of an integrated network of occupations more or less connected with the

import and export functions, such p„s distribution, trade and transport
financial operations, administration and public services.

It has already been mentioned how the Region, simultaneously with
the expansion of coffee production, became dominated by a layer of Asian
business—men and European administrators and missionaries. Through
education and investments, but especially through the assumption of

political and administrative power by the African nationalist movement
and the take over of coffee exportation by the co-operative movement,
Africans have since independence in 1961 become dominating also in this

non-agricultural sector « This, however, has not implied any change of
the social formation, where a small minority of the population by virtue
of their positions in the non-agricultural sector control all important
social and economic power—resources, such as access to and incomes from
business and employment,'the administrative and financial powers, and
information and influence on political and economic conditions in general.

Table 6 below shows how this, for example, is strongly reflected
in the income-distribution in the Region.
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Table 6: Estimated, total annual ( 1970/71 ) householá incomes,
according to source of in-come.

(Calculation based on official statistics as well as own survey results)»

'000.000 shs. '000.000 shs

Income from Scale of
own agricultural
product s• 50

of xihich
from export crops
locally consumed

35
15

3a.la.rics -and wages 45 internally financed
externally + "

10

35

Other non-agricultural
incomes -35-
Total rnoncta.ry incomes 130

+(Paid by the government, the co-operative and other institutions
getting their incomes from outside the PiCgion).

This rough calculation shows- that more than 50$ of all incomes are

derived directly from export or other external sources.

A large part of the remainder must furthermore be obtained as profits
or wages from the distribution of imported goods, as a.bout half of the
total expenditures are used directly to pay for this imports.

In this way 60$ of all incomes are earned in the non-agricultural

sector, with which only 10-15$ all households are permanently connected
while another 10—15$ have a loose and temporary association with it. More

over, its part of the incomes have been steadily increasing, not only
because of the expansion of the sector, but also because its prices and

wages have increased while the producer—prices for" agricultural products
have been stagnant or oven decreasing. Diagram I below shows how the

distribution of the Tanzanian incomes from export of the West Lake coffee

has developed over the last 20 years.
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That part which is controlled, "by the non—agricultural sector has

grown considerably at the expense of the producer-incomes, which in abso¬
lute figures have fallen from 35 mill, shs. in 55/57 to 19 mill, shs, in

67/69, in spite of the growing number of growers. In the same period
prioes on consumers goods have gone up so the effects on real incomes have
been even worse.

Diagram 1; Distribution of proceeds (ex—Tanzania) from sale of throe

cash crops, coffee, tea, and bananas,

COFFEE

Yearly means

1955-57 1961-63 1967-69

M of I 8%IoUtttr:
mtur. 6%

8cyjo

&17%
li

11%
65/0

0 0
0 0

0 0

°
n °°

c 0 38%
A ° OD V

w • * * * »
» • II 4 » 14/0

m 12/0

36%

44 mill, shs, 24 mill, shs, 54 mill, shs,
»
1

5 millions shs, yearly mean.

Costs of transport, processing a.nd marketing

Tax and cess

Deduction by Cooperative Union and Societies

Payment to growers
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liagram 1 continued.:

TEA

Distribution of proceeds from export of smallholder tea, January to
June 1971 •

o . 0
. 0 cH

>:■
• o
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» a

o o
o o

o o

O o
a 0

. ° c
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4 £

7m

60%

2%
S$

10%

Costs of processing, marketing and
scheme administration.

Tax
Deduction "by Coopcra„tive Union and Societies.

Payment to growers.

Annual total about 1.1 mill. shs.

BANANAS

Distribution of proceeds from banana marketing.

(Estimate for Bulcoba and Mwanza urban markets, 197"! ) •

o
, o

25/k Costs of transport and wa„ste«

40/ Traders profit.

35'/' Payment to growers.

Annual total about 1.3 mill. shs.
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The diagram also shows that the distribution of proceeds from the
sale of two minor cash crops, tea and bananas, between the producers and
the non-agricultural sector is almost the same as for coffee in the late 60s»

1 P tr .}I
As the non-agricultural product ion is extremely small in West Lajke

Region a large surplus has to be appropriated from agricultural production

by means of t?.xes, rates and dues, profits, etc», in order to finance
the high incomes in administration and services, trade and transport»

The reproduction of the formation is primarily dependent on the
I ' M

trado—relations, and positions within it are attained and maintained by
mea.ns of social influence, organisational power,- financial resources,

-hi
and educational achievements^ Direct control or ownership of means of

j - à ' 1
production is of minor importance, resulting in only a very small propor¬
tion of total incomes being used for productive investments». Moans of

production thus amounts to only 4of the value of the total imports

into the Region.

Almost everybody engaged in the non—agricultural sector is at the
same time an agriculturalist. They have shambars where their families

live1 and they do use some of their resources to further their agricul¬
tural activities» Por this they use about the same proportion of their

incomes as the full-time agriculturalists, but as their average incomes
care 3—4 times bigger, so are their investments in absolute terms» It is,

however, important to notice, that even in this group investments in

agriculture are extremely small compared to incomes, and especially that
they are primarily investments in quantitative expansion within the tradi¬

tional development cycle of the family and production unit find not in

qualitative improvement of the agricultural system and methods. As such

there are relative many from this group among those peasants with family
and landholding size above the averagej but otherwise they do not differ
from the mass of small peasants.
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As a result of all this, people in the Region do not regard agricul¬
ture as a possible basis for individual progress, which must therefore
bo achieved through the endeavour to gain access to the non-agricultura,l

occupations. A cost—benefit analyses based on the principles of managerial
economics of the establishment and operation of a "modern" coffee/banana—

6)
farm, does in fact show that the possible profitability of such an

enterprise is small compared with the profits ga„ined from investments in

education, trade, transport, financial operations.
" Under such 'circumstances'.'"!! would almost by self-contradicting to

expect agriculture in the Region to develop through agrarian capitalism.
Wot because its agriculturalists are inveterate traditionaliste peasants,
but because capitalist farming is uncompetitive with other occupations by
the standards of capitalism itself.

Conclusion

This paper has tried to demonstrate, that since the turn of the
century the dominant moment in the development of the rc'gional economic
structure has been its incorporation in the :colonia,l trade system, expor¬

ting a raw—material, coffee, and importing all sorts of manufactured goods.

Coffee wa.s developed as pca_sant cash crop, as it was relatively

easily integrated in the existing agricultural system. Land was available
in the already established cultivated areas, and labour was realcased
when imports substituted the existing widespread, non-agricultural produc¬

tion, and the coloniadists took over the "burden" of providing admini¬
stration and services. That also enabled them to apply the usual initial
incentives — taxation and compulsion - to malce the peasants grow more

coffee. „ . 1
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The balance between agricultural and non—agricultural production

was substituted by a one-sided export-import pattern, destroying the
self centered and organic character of the total economic structure.

The badic mode of production within agriculture was, however, not deeply
affected. It remained a peasant mode of production, with a groat mass

of small peasant, combining their individual household*s land, labour
and (very little) capital in a traditionally integrated and balanced

agricultural system, where hardly any new methods aro used, and which
is guided primarily by the needs appertaining to the maintenance and con¬

tinuation of the development cycle of the family and production unit.

As traditional peasant society was in this way quite readily

adaptable to the new system, there luas boon no "need" for a change to
a capitalist mode of production in agriculture, e.g. agrarian capitalism
or estate farming. It is easier and more profitable to appropriate the

surplus from agricultural production by controlling and developing the
extractive trade relations. Therefore the growth of the non-productive

commerce, transport, administration, and services, which are all part
of this control and development, is the unavoidable other side of a

colonial trade system, based on peasant cash—cropping.

So rather than developing the productive forces in West Lake Region
the colonial trade system has caused underdevelopment and stagnation.

As long an resources arc available for expansion of the production
of the cash crop, coffee, the surplus accruing to the non-agricultural
sector can continue the grow, and there is no basic obstacle to the
continuation of the system. The inherent contradiction between the two
sectors has, however, become clearly visible in West lake since the second
world war». It seems that within the present agricultural system the possi¬

bility for further large increases of coffee production has been exhausted.
The continued expansion of the non-agricultural seotor, which has even acce¬

lerated since independence, therefore means, that this sector is now
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not just appropriating a surplus from agricultural production which

grows with the growth of production hut that it is a growing surplus
from a stagnated production.

The mode of production and the trade relations, which curtail the
development of the productive forces, are now finally corning under
pressure from increasing antagonism with the social formation»
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